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Jung,Ralphs-ASBSU winners
John Johnson takes Arts & Sciences seat, 011' amendments
, by Larry Buttel
Richard K. Jung and Diane Ralphs were
elected president and vice president of the
ASBSU last Wednesday in one of the largest,
voter turnouts in recent years, according to
unofficial
reports released Wednesday
evening.
'
The Jung/Ralphs ticket carried 42.9 percent of the vote while their closest
challengers, Torn Nielson and Chuck Ziegler,
received 23.3 percent of the votes. Rick Farnsworth and John Hetherington received 21.3
percent of the votes. Steve Jackson, current
ASBSU president, and his running mate, Karl
Vogt, received 12.5 percent of the votes.
The total count of ballots processed was
942 compared to 642 in the spring of 1984
and 573 in the spring of 1983.
In the senate races, John Johnson won the
Arts and Sciences seat with l·t7 percent of
the votes, and with five others running for
that seat. Mike Ames (business), and Mark
Zimmerman
(vo-tech) and Gina Luke
(health) each won seats uncontested
Jung, a theater arts senior, said in a
telephone interview Thursday, that he did riot
like the term mandate. Jung said he saw the
heavy voter turn out as a trend. J ung said he
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sees more students wanting an open student
government and good financial management
and more fiscal responsibility.
"What we need is a student government
responsible to the people and not just people responding to the student government;'
Jung said. Jung said he uses the concept of
the "open wall" administration. "Doors can
be closed. We'll eliminate the walls and be
open to everyone:' Jung said.
Besides maintaining anopen-door policy,
Jung and Ralphs have manynew plans that
they hope will improve the ASBSU.
After the first month that will be needed
to assess the current status of the ASBSU and
relationship and responsibilities, Jung plans
to bring all the campus clubs and organizations together to discuss their needs and '
money, he said. Jung said he also wants to
strengthen ASBSU's .lobbying position by
changing the lobbyist position from a sixmonth tenure to an eight- or nine-month
tenure.
''As far as the budget goes, it depends on
the state board and currently, the outlook
isn't too good;' Jung said.
ASBSU executive tlcketwinners Richard Jung and Diane Ralphs will be sworn in Aprll17
There are some areas that Jung and Ralphs
Inthe senate chambers. Photo by Michael Lovato
plan to look at for budget cut-backs. Jung ,
and Ralphs differ in opinion on this issue,
Jung said he intends to hold down travel
considering the number of real contests that
expenses and re-evaluate their position on serwere going-on.
vices and people in the student government.
In addition to the voting on the offices,
However, Jung said that if cuts have to be
eight. changes to the ASBSU constitution
made, no one service or group would take the
'were passed.
brunt of the cut-backs.
There were three opinion poll questions on
Ralphs, who is currently the ASBSU vice
the ballot. Students were asked if they. suppresident, said she plans to improve the comported a $1 fee increase for a marching band,
'nilinicaHonhetweenih~ASBSU
and uriive'r';; "a $3 increasc'for'the'siudentpaper,
and if
"
sity Pres. John Keiser and hopes to work
they would rather pay insurance fees only by,
more closely with him.
indicating so at registration. The marching
Ralphs also plans to support The Univerband fee and the insurance check-off receivsity News and hopes to get a regular column
ed positive votes, while students were unwillin the paper discussing ASBSU activities, she
ing to pay for The University News,
said.
Ralphs said she feels ASBSU needs a new Winners lead with 42.9070
attorney and will be working for that. Both
Jung and Ralphs said there is a need to
rebuild the budget reserve.
.
,
Other action Jung said he is planning includes the early beginning of the lobby committee to plan activities, takepolls to deter·,
mine student thinking, work on the issues
and get involved. Jung also wants to improve
the relationship between the vo-tech school
and the academic schools. Jung said lie
thinks that differences exist and wants to
for this shortfall;' Kim Phillips, Public Inbring the two to mutual terms.
formation and Procedures Officer for the
Jung said he was interested in supporting
Idaho State Board of Education, said.
The University News, but indicated that the
The board's approval of the $30 fee inquality of the paper would affect any
crease is doubtful, but the $8 athletic fee proagreements that might be made concerning
bably will be approved. said Dr. Asa M.
the budget.
~-,
Ruyle, Vice President for Financial Affairs.
, Both Jung and Ralphs said that this elec"We can't make up for the Legislature's
tionappeared to have been a clean election,
shortcomings by putting the burden on the
students;' Ruyle said.
Ruyle added that university Pres. John
Keiser and BSU are both against the increase,
but, if it is approved, it will go to the Physical
community that serve in a capacity of try by Greg White
Plant for institutional maintenance.
ing to generate support -for Boise State
The
University
News
A.E. McGinnis, director of the BSU
University. -. It is a separate non-profit
Physical Plant, said he was not aware of the
organization that is affiliated with BSU for
A major fundraisingcampaign
has, been
proposed increase but the money generated
the 'sole purpose of generating support for
launched to make money for the library and
could definitely be used.
the university" He added that the Foundascholarships, Ben Hancock, BSU director of
More funds are needed for remodeling
tion has annual fundraising projects to supdevelopment, said.
'
caused by departmental shifts as well as for
, port the universtity.
Hancock said that the BSU Foundation
, Hancock said thatthe campaign has dual
decided that the two areas which could most
Continued on, page 5 -use
goals of both raising $1 million and "to atsupport from the private sector were the
tract attention to, the need for privatesuplibrary and scholarships. Also,aid to these
portof BSU'
two facets of the university "would benefit
", Hancock said that the mcneywas expected
the most number ofpeople:'h~
said.
to come from several different areas. $100,000
"The BSU Foundation decided the best
was 'expected to be, raised from among'
way to prqvide support for those areaS was
to launch a campaign in the community and, , members of the Foundation for scholarships.
, The campaign would approach, alumni;
l,eyondto raise money f()rscholarshipsand
businesses, 'individuals in the community and :
,"the librarY,' Hancock said.. "Tliis is the first
other foundations. ',',
,,
" "
,campaign in the history or-theFoundation;
.The Foundation, has never launched a.major " , The faculty arid staffOCtheunivefsity have,
launched,theirown campaign, according to
or rnlllion-dcllar campaign befOl'eo,and the
Hancock. "They're co~mlttedtoraising
F!>undation is 20 years old:' ',,'"" "'" "'
..HaftcOcksaid,""fhe
BSUFoundationis'
made lip of ,a grol.1P of hldiyidtials,from'the

Uncontested
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Fee increase hearing set
by Jim Hudson
The Idaho State Board of Education will
consider a maximum increase of 13 percent
to the current institutional maintenance fee
and an $8 intercollegiate athletic fee at the
nextboard meeting on April 18 and 19 in the
Senate Chambers of the SUB.
The Student fee hearing will take place
from 9 a.m, to noon April II}.
If approved, the increase would affect fees
for full-time, graduate, summer and vocational students as well as non-resident tuition
for BSU, ISU, Uof I, LCSC,and Eastern
Idaho Vocatlonal-1echnical School.
The increase would raise full-tfme student
fees approximately $39 a semester and would
be effective' June 1.
"From the$89-million proposed budget
this year, we only .received $87.5 million,
We're $1.5 million short of the proposed
budget and this increase is to help account
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Physician

care for athletic injurles

Every Wednesday from 5 to 8
1805 Overland

345·0460
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. ~The Student Ach~jtiesOfl1~Student

Featuring

Mon-hi 9-6, Sal 9-12 noon

Located at Broadway & Hale
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Pro-

'grams BoanFiilla eampuiNctwoik\vlUpre:
Chiropractic

All you can eat for $2.95
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scnrunevening of video entertainment Friday, May 3in theSQB l3aliroolTL
PrQceedsWilligoto the'USi\Jor Africa
BenefitFund.,
.'...•........•.....•.•...••.....
"•.•..•.
The evening ",ill begirt at7p.m.~vith
a
9O-minutevideoof"ZigSY Stardust and the
Sl'idersffl')m.·M:irs"fe:lt!lringpavid
Bowie
ill the. historlc.ratiJWellperiormance
of the
"King of Glitt~iRock:'After
a short intermission, tllC doors willreopenfor three hours
QfI11~lsic.·vidc!,>sindudinscurrent releases
and thc"USA for Africa" single. . .
.' .' Prices for ('.Zi~gyStardust'~ ",ill be $1 for
students and.S2.50 JQrtllCgeneral Public. The
video dance will co.t$I.SqJorall with a $.50
discoullt.. for attending both events.
,
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CONGRATUJLA1flIONSI
To the winners of the Fall 1984 Ford Bronco II Volleyball Classic

i
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Fun Coed League
SCREAMllIN
DREAM
Bob Larsen
Darin Wood
Coleen Stevens
Amy Noren
Beth Flock
'Tom Garrett
Ray Suffa
Jeff Lewis
Linda Neilsen
Doug Smith
Davey l\J1cRobert
Stacy Walker~~~~

Co-Rec
Women
JOffi~
PEANUTS,
SJLAM[MER
POPCORN &
CRACIffiR JACU{§
Jeanne Clemons
Kelly Rufferry
Sue Dixon
Bill Simmons
Tara Brown
Greg Keating
Julie Hoyle
Diana Yee
Jenny Hoyle
Jill Rhodes
Julie Clemons.
Dawn Cieslik
Sharon Lanhurdt
Rob Behrens
Kelly Fosseco
Sharon Lenhardt
Suzanne McIntosh Katrina Stein
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If you are wondering what your kids nrc
going to.do au.summerwhileyou'rent work,
USU has the aflswer"':'IlSU~ummmerCare,
; a flJl1-time day camp' pmgrmn fOl"clementary
... n~.n.h;S"'f'\;':l.~.

a6~""·U-'·U"''''.

SunimerCnre chiJdrenwillbe involved in
.. a V',lritttyofsports, basicskills, c()rl1ilUtcrand
arts/crafts. instriictlon, Theywm ><1150 take
field tdps to tl~el.Oo, art.' and history
ntusetlms~nd .o.thel'''p!ace~ .of interest; nil
under the guidanccQ(tC<l.chers. The program
Is.being sponsored .by BSU's teacher educalion and physical' cducIltion.departll1l:nls.
The first session runs from JuneRl-July
,. S.the. second from ,.JulyS-Aug. 2. The .cost
of. the fUll-thneprogf,u:l1,whichnins
from
7:~O a.m. to5:30p.ltbis$225;
phls'$S for
a monthly bus puss and $4 Ior.asummer
movicticket.i'f'hc part-timefees, fora 9u.m.
t03 p.m, program, arc $200, plus the bus and
movie passes."
Enrollinentwill beon.afirst-come.
t1rstserved b;\sis; but preferencc will be given to
children with parents whonccd full-time
Stlll1li1Cr care. Also, the BSU Child (;are
Center can accomodatechildren' ages 2 Y2
through kindergarten age. For more informatiorl about Ihe SummerCare Program, contact John Hoge at 385-1731. For more information.about theChild Care Centcr, contact
Jean Britton at 385-3979.

Conference set
T~e Idaho Nct\vcrk

Ford congratulates all the winners and participants of this semesters
Bronco II Volleyball Classic. We offer our thanks and appreciation 10 the
campus Intramural/Recreational
Sports Departments who helped the
Ford Motor Company bring you Ihis special event.

(puh-set Intramural

I >Cpt. co-sponsor iiiilils':'n:a

URO,W:O /I f/lld till' /fJ8-1 {'.S. lilllfT/I(/11
liml/ , , , ,\ (;fllrll'll Ihiml/(//If('!
.

FOR/)

Ford cOI)~ratulates the'l',S, \len's \'ollc\'hall'lCam
on winnin~ the Ol\mpic (Jold \lcdal.
.
,\s their proud sponsor. Ford nil ision salutes the
1'.S. \lcn's \i)l\e\!lall'lCanl
lilT its ~old-melLtI perIilfI))~II1Cein the X\ III Ol\mpics at Los :\n~elcs.
'I() ~o all the \la\ to the \\111 Olympiad. \'ou nced
r~111talclll. tin:lcss dcdication. and \C~lfS of hard
work. The 1·.S, \'olle\!Jall'lC;lm dl'spLl\cd thcm
all. ;lIld lie ~lpplalld their ~lchicI'eillcl1t,

IJ tJ !'Pt%J)C;:;

{£DQ;;;"G
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Stop Violence

Against Women, Inc. will sponsor the Idaho
Conference on Sexual Assault on April 19
and 20 at the YWCA, 720 West Washington
51. in Boise,
The conference will feature Caren Adams
and Jennifer Fay, nationally renowned experts on teen and acqtiaintance rape
prevention,
The conference is being held in conjunction with National Rape Awareness Week,
April 14-20. Gov. John V. Eva.nswill be signing a proc!<,mationcommemorating efforts
of 23 programs in Idaho dealing with scxual
and domestic violence.
The session on Friday will cover counseling techniques for workilll' with rape victims
and specific consider;~tions regarding
counseling tcens and sexuul assault victims,
Rape prevention movies will be available for
public viewing.
Saturday's sessIon will be devoted to providing professional training for those interested in te;Jching rape prevelllion to junior
and senior high school students. Also included in this session will be the dvnamics and
solutions ror acquaintapce rap~ prevention,
Caren Adams and .Jennifer Fav have both
worked for the King County Rap~ Relief Program in Seattle, WashiIlgton, where they
specialized in sexual assault prevention. They
are co-authors of the books: No More
Secrets: PrOle,ting llmr Child From Sexual
Assaull and No Is NOI Enough: Helpillg
'TcenagersA\'oid SexIIf1IA.lsaull. Fav wa~also
featured in the ~984 PBS Television series
Child Sexual A:~alllt.

The Peace qrficers Standards and Training A.cademyand thcJdilhoNursing A5socia··tion have .bothapprovcdl~ccredilation foohe
conferenee .. The.cimfercn'ce 1'f:Qistl1ltionfce
'. is $;w.Form~re',
irifonnation-contact. Lou
H"l\1:~Il~ttM;xwcA,:now.
WUShhmton,

34~-j6.8ft:/·?

, ,';~-{i'::;
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Children",geleducidfionfrom.advertising
by Valerie Mead
The University News
Advertising is the most prolific education
children receive in the American myth, according to internationally known advertising
researcher Jean Kilbourne.
•
Kilbourne spoke before a crowd of 300-400
Thesday, April 9, in the SUB Ballroom on the
image of women in the advertising media.
"She has no wrinkles, she has no scars, indeed, she has no pores:' Kilbourne said of
the image of ideal beauty presented in
American advertising. "Nobody looks like
that, including her.'
.
Kilbourne said that the images of women
in the advertising media are of a limited scope
of stereotypes. "There has been a myth of
progress in recent years:' she said in an interview after the lecture, ."but women are still
depicted as sex objects or demented housewives obsessed with cleanliness:'
"New images show women working outside the home, but they are still sexualized
or trivialized]' she said, referring to an
underwear ad showing a model wearing a
white lab coat over the underwear, and supposedly working as a doctor at a patient's
bedside.
Kilbourne's presentation included slides of
examples of magazine advertising from the
mid-sixties to current campaigns in publications ranging from Harper's Bazaar to TV
Guide.
The presentation included new trends in
advertising along with the time-honored stan-

SPB Presents

Spring Fling
features Hi-lops

dard stereotypes, most notably the growing
tendency to use girls as young as five years
as sex objects and a growing use of violence
against women.
"We are presented as objects, and very
often just pieces of the body are used. Once
you dehumanize someone that way, turn
them into a thing, violence is no longer as
unthinkable;' she said. "Men are very rarely'
'used this way in advertising, so rarely that
when they are, it's a shock!'
Kilbourne also spoke on the use of
subliminal messages in advertising and of sex
role stereotypes.
Most of thCjsubliminal messages in advertising, according to Kilbourne, are meant to
produce anxiety in the receiver which can be
relieved by the use of the product. As an example, she used an advertisement for a small
cake mix. "Everyone is very unhappy with her
(the mother). Why? Because she has made
too much cake:' Kilbourne intrepreted. "In
the lower picture, she has finally got it
together and made the right amount of cake
and everyone is much happier-and looking
at him (the father):'
Kilbourne said that subliminal advertising
functions like speed reading; "you can actually read a page as you look at it:' she said,
"even though you see it for only a very short
time, you can pick up things which may not
register, but are in your subconscious:'
"Ninety percent of information (that we
receive) is subconscious, really;' she added.
Kilbourne said she does not believe that
advertisers consciously plan all subliminal

,I

Jean Kilbourne entertained 300-400 listeners April 9. Photo by J. Patrick Dulhanty
mid-60s and has made a film of her presentation caUed Killing Us Softly; Advertising's
Image of Women which is available on campus in the EMS library.
I
She has also done extensive research on the
relationship between alcoholism and the
advertising of alcohol.

messages that readers may receive, but, "They
certainly plan to arouse anxiety and that sort
of thing:' she said.
"Pm not an advertising reformist:'
Kilbourne' said, "I'm more interested in
bringing about changes in the stereotypes"
Kilbourne began her research in the

of booths. It is a fun way to come up with
something creative and promote the group;
any group is invited to set up a booth. And
it does not have to be a booth. It can be
holding a pie eating competition, face painting, anything. Simply get hold of SPB and
ask about it. We are located on the second
Iloor of the SUB or just call 385-3654.

.tend. This event is a collage of fun ideas and
happenings. It is one big festival made to
meUow out the nerves just before finals, and
it all happens May 4, 1-5:30 p.m, in Julia
Davis Park near the bandshell, naturally.
Among other groups occupying the bandshell
will be the Hi-Tops! ..
Student groups will be setting up aU sorts

Happy Springtime! Get ready to party in
the park. Remember the bands in Julia Davis
bandshell, the frisbee, food booths, balloons,
dancing, and artists, just to name a few. It's
that time again for the annual Spring Flingl
Spring Fling is a special event especially for
BSU students, although the general public is
more than welcome, and encouraged, to at-
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A variety of NEW BOOKS
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BOOK
FAIR

To love, honor
and cherish forever ...
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Saturday, April 20,
9 a.m.-7 p.m.

Sunday ,April 21,
Noon':'Sp.m.
On·the'BSU ca m;; us between,'the Library
and Business Building (look tor the signs)

"_,,, "MolenaarRambo
FINE IEWElRY

.-840 Idaho St. Boise. Idaho 83702
'.'

........ !

9 a.m.-7 p.m.
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....,
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Friday, April 19,

Your wedding ring should stay as beautiful
as the love it represents.
You can be sure it will,
when it's ArtCarved. Since 1650, ArtCarved has
created wedding rings of superb quality in 14 karat
gold. Exquisite designs that are timeless. And
remarkably affordable.
Give each other a matching ArtCarved wedding ring.
Come in together and make your selection.
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PROCEEDS will benefit scholarships at BSU
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'. "···I1stWedne~d;ay'Rich~J:d.JU~g·••
~,~~)piaii~·Rajphs·'·.Ul1~ff.i~hlnY···stepped
.•.into thei~~spectiver()les·'as·A.&IlStJpresld~n~
an?lvicepresident: After
'an'aggressive campaigi1;'the.:positi9tIS·were';~ulyrewarded~'former
....•...
·AS~SU'Pres ..Steve .•,a~¥$on'~d;"his:iuMirig·.mate:·Kar.1 ',\,<?gt,finished
...last. Many wo~lds~YJ~cksOh.was.'dg~tW:defea.~ed~f~ercavortingin·
finaricial·misIllanagernen(.of:st:udent,furitts ..However,hatt,the, events
·been.successful,Jack>s()nwo~ld· •.baile~8$a.·.hcro.'1If.reality;h~s·a·vic~.
tiin,'ofgo()d idea!>.gC>riepad;:B~ca.use'ofthelosses lllcurred·, the jn~ .•......
,:.
advertent benefits of. Jac~s()l1'sJhlanCialmismanagemeriC are too .quick~
.ly:overlooked. Jackson' suc~eeded.;if oQlyfor'llshort
time: to .catch the'
attention of the student body,~.featgenerally.riextto
itn,p()ssible.. - .:
. Students actually too~ timetotai~aboutwhat
had been .trallspiringin·
. thesenatechambers.One;couldactuaHY'heartalk
inthe halls about •
what our elected •officials\Vereupto
andthe;merit or disgrace Qfitall.
Such participation, if'~>n1y:reactipnary; wasseeniinglyunheatdofat
.
BSU in thepast.fewyears.lfnothingels~
cJackson'sterm as ~SBSU
president demandedthat'thestudenf
body 'sit up and pay attention. '..
The unfortunatefaetisthata
signifiCantlpssofstUdentJuridswas
the
catalyst necessary tosparkjnterest
amonglhe apathetic masses. '.
.
Jungand Ralphs have a tough row 10 hoe; Fota'democratic
govern~
ment, student input is essential. AS13SUbusinessis student business'
and we all have the right and obligation to 'be involved. Jackson
promptedan involvement of sorts with. controversy,' The question is, ,
will Jung and Ralphs spark that interest? Many of the issues now.facing our student government are of vital inierestto the student body, increasing student fees. Let us hope that Jung and Ralphs eau.motivate
students tel participate. Jackson's administration started the process, .
Jung's and Ralph's, which officially begins rodav.has the potential of
continuing it.
.

LETTERS

i

year, it would be a duIl, rich brown like the
bronco in front of the Business Bldg. and the
sculpture by the library.
Or, we could get rid of it. Winchester might
buy it to make gunbarrels out of, or Chrysler
might want 'it for fenders. Or maybe, at a
slightly higher price, some art buff might pick
it up. We could even throw in a couple of'
S-gaIlon buckets of paint as an added
incentive.
The impractical solution seems a bit farfetched, doesn't it? After all, we've already
two sculptures rusted to brown.
This letter was drafted on the evening 0 I'
April 11. The next morning, the sculpture was
getting yet another touch-up. The worker was
kneeling on the cement base, meticulously

painting the over-sized
under-sized brush.

structure

I

with an

Patrick A. Beach
BStJ Student

Letters policy
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words.
The letters must be signed and a telephone
number provided
for our verification
p roced u res.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation, length and content.

Gotto minute?
month ago but has already had its first facelift.
I did not watch the whole process, so I
can't tell you exactly what happened, but
here's what I saw: there were four of BSU's
painters (of the physical plant, not the art
department, variety) at the base of the structure with their truck parked only a few yards
away.
Three were standing, presumably discussing strategy for the project; one was already
working. I was on my way to class, so I didn't
bother to watch the endeavor to its conclusion. But sure enough, the next time I walked by, Ms. Gold's sculpture was brighter and
redder than ever.
If the university allocates money for a new
coat of paint every time the old one fades or
chips or cracks, the cost of upkeep will soon
outdistance the sculpture's .appraised value.
(I don't know about scrap-metal prices, but
have you priced bright red paint lately? In
two coats, the paint on it might double the
sculpture's true value.)
Tho solutions come to mind-one
practical, one impractical:
We could, with the artist's permission, strip
the paint away (soon, though, before it's too
thick) and let the bare metal rust. Within a

Touch-ups criticized
Dear Editor:
I am not an art critic-I haven't even taken
Intro to Art. So maybe I'm out of my
area of expertise. But I can identify The
Mona Lisa and The Thinker and Whistler's
Mother, and, on a good day, can even name
the respective artists.
Common sense teIls me that in the normal
course of maintenance, the people who are
responsible for keeping these works in impeccable shape don't paint over them.
No, none of Michelangelo's works gets a
monthly paint-by-the-numbers
touch-up: it
would ruin the painting if, when finished, a
cheek showed too much blush or a white veil
was more cream colored than white.
And if the David ever did need to be refurbished, they would give the job to an accomplished and skilled artist-not
someone
who paints only kitchens and bedrooms.
Which brings me to my point.
BSU's newest piece of "art" (you know, the
bright red one; reminiscent of an excited
cocker spaniel's phaIlus) was erected only a
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School, business don't mix
by Steve F. Lyon
The University

News

The financial problems confronting BSU
and all of Idaho colleges on a yearly basis
are a reality; if the state cannot support
higher education, should the business and
private sector bail out financially troubled
programs at BSU?
Relying on the business sector to come to
the rescue when the legislature doesn't appropriate
adequate
funds would set a
dangerous precedent. The corporations that
pump money into the university will no doubt
have a say in what and where they want the
money to go to and who they want it to
benefit.
Along
with
money
comes
influence-the
power to enact or change
policies and decisions affecting the university may someday come from a board of directors' meeting.
The administration
must make a choice:
either idealistically continue to appeal to the
legislature for state money and maintain current programs hoping for a turnaround in
state revenues that would increase BSU's
share of the higher education pie, or let
special interests buy their way into the
classroom.
.
Tile legislature, adamantly opposed to raising taxes for higher education,
might
capitalize upon the idea and let Idaho's colleges fend for themselves. In years when the

"projected revenue" falls short of budget
needs and requires "cost-cutting"
measures
at BSU, Pres. Keiser might be asked to "go
out and swing a deal:'
Joint ventures between the business community and the university can benefit both,
as with the Micron Center. Providing students
with a career training environment while supplying the business job market with qualified,
specialized
graduates. can be mutually
rewarding.
Money donated to the university with no
strings attached, as through foundations and
privately sponsored research funds, is an integral and necessary funding source. Donations to the university to use as it sees fit can
only help to enhance .all areas. Money
donated to select programs benefits a few
while diminishing the value for an educational dollar spent in other areas. Unfortunately, donations and student fees do not
foot the bill for escalating education costs.
Universities are growing annually in proportion to rising enrollment numbers. Money
for expansion has to come from somewhere.
I'm not opposed to progress; I love new
buildings. It's just that relying on the corporate sector can lead to serious compromises
in regard to the integrity of the academic
community and higher education. What's
good for big business' might not always be
good for BSU.

~
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Fee increase

--------------'---'----'-----

HEYlllOOO'S

Continued from page l
remodeling to 'increase access for the .han-..J
dicapped, McGinnis said. '
I
, "There is carpeting inthe Business; new
Science (Science-Nursing) and Administration buildings that is worn through and needs
to be replaced. We also need $80,000 to
$90,000 righI-away just io update-our
emergency lighting so itwill comply with the
new safety codes;' McGinnis. said.
BSU students expressed concern over the
effects the increase would have. "I'm against
it for the main reason that 1 really haven't
seen where the other $500 per semester is going and 1 doubt I would see where this added $30 would go either:' Stu Sato, a BSU stu-

dent, said.:
"I would be for it if I could see some actual improvement or benefits from it, but if
the money is 'going to be used just to buy
more. typing ribbon and paper dips for
various departments, I don't think it should
be approvedlJenny
Hoyl~-a-BStJ-accounting major, said.
Phillips encouraged students to be present
at.the board meeting and voice their opinions
on the proposed increase.
Students unable to attend can still comment on the increase by submitting 10copies,
of their writtentestimony to the State Board
of Education office by Tuesday, April 16.
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Foundation -:..-----------Continued from page 1
$25,000:' he said. There will also be a twoweek-long telethon to raise contributions
from alumni all over the country.
He added that Idaho Bank and Trust and
the Hemingway Foundation have contributed
$50,000 with another $50,000 from an
anonymous donor, The anonymous donor
challenged BSU's alumni to match it with all
of that money going to the library.

This money will le invested and the annual
Hancocksaid that even before the campaign was officially launched, considerable
progress was made toward the campaign's
$I-million goal, due to early contributors and
comittments. "When we launched the campaign on March 19:'there was about 25 percent of the goal reached:' he said.
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Domino's Pizza Delivers'"
Fast, Free. Delivery"
Store address
Phone: 000-0000
Limited delivery area.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
1965 Dommo'e

PIzza. Inc

1013Visla
343-5995
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P f Marine Midland
.::
George Wales. V, r~ers in international
: .:Bank,
discusses co
••• banking, 15 min
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Play the Domino's Pizza
"No Problem" Game and
you might win a brand
new Porsche 944 Sports
Car from Domino's Pizza
, and Coke: Just rub off
the Problem section of
the game card, Then rub
off the Solution section to
see if you won a prize
such as a FREE serving
of Coke: toppings, pizzas
or one of live Porsche
944's!! Hurry! Game
ends May 19,
Game rules are on the
back of the cards. No
purchase necessary,
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,A Crazy Trlumverate
Bugs, Daffy and Porky star in some of their most memorable roles, 30 min
M,WF 9.30.01, T.Th4 lOpm

1963 (Part 1)
Playboy empire founded, Profumo seendal rocks England, Martin Luther King's
"I've Got A Dream" speech Pop Art,
30

SlIB
Ballroom
April
.26th
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From N,Y.U" Alan Hostelters comedy
"Buddles" and Drew Morey's (Sheridan
College) "This Is .. ". 30min
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CALENDAR

".

,;

mUrsoay, April 18
spo'jiliDs-;-Ba1ianos and Manhattan,

,,'

Ada Lounge, 7 ".m.

of star-cros~edlovers.

KIVI;~.·

SUB
'

Friday, April 19
Sol Gordon, How to Raise a Child COnservatively in a Promiscuous Society, SUB
Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.
Idaho Theater for Youth, Treasure Island,
Morrison Center, Stage 11, 7 p.m.
Scholarship Book Fair, quad, through April
21.
Senior violin recital, Deborah Rae, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 4 p.rn.
Bob Gibb Invitational Track Meet, Bronco
Stadium, 11 a.m., through April,20,

'. ""

Sunday, April 21
'2. p.m, My Man God!rey, .June Allys9n,
David Niven, Jessie Royce Landis. A mad- •
cap society girl wins a scavenger hunt with
the hel(1i>'HtcbelHded bum. She turns him
into her family butler before it is discovered
he is a member of-the Austrian royal family
and in the U.S. illegally. KTRV-12.
8 p.m. Nature, "The Flight of the Condor"
The last of the three-part series on the condor. KAID-4.
Monday, April 22
8 p.m. Jezebel, Bette Davis, George Brent,
HellryFonda. A Southern woman loses her
fiance because of a daring red dress and
realizes her stubborness too late, but proves
her love when he becomes the victim of a
yellow fever plague. KTRV-12.

Saturday, Ap~i120
Bob Gibb Fun Runs, Bronco Stadium, 9 a.rn,

sunday, April 21
Lutheran Hour Rally, with Rev. Wallace
Schulz, Pavilion, 3 p.rn.
Idaho Theater for Youth, Hansel and Gretel,
Reading Center, Education Bldg., 3 p.m,
SPB films, Bananas and Manhattan: SUB
Ada Lounge, 7 p.rn,
Senior nule recital, Kenda Parks, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 4 p.m.

Monday, April 22
Exhibit, Jim Barsness, paper and ceramic
works, SUB, through May 5.
Student piano recital, Gail Swart, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Outdoor Activities Center, White Water Weel<
film and lecture, SUB Ada Lounge; 7 p.m,

Tuesday, April 23 ~
Outdoor Activities Center, film and lecture,
SUB Ballroom, 7 p.rn,
Boise City Track Meet, Bronco Stadium, 4:30
p.rn,

,

i,

1'-,

Sigma Gamma Chi dance, SUB Ballroom,
7:30 p.rn.
Labor Issues for Transition Planning, Dept.
of Education, Nez Perce Room, SUB, 9
a.m.-4 p.m.

Wednesday, April 24
"Mark 1\vain Tonight" with Hal Holbrook,
Morrison Center, 8 p.rn.
Anthroplogy film series, Peru-Inca Heritage,
SUB Ada Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Treasure Valley Wind Ensemble, directed by,
Melvin Shelton, SPEC, 8 p.rn.

TOP TUBE
Thursday, April 18
9 p.m, Mystery! The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, "The Crooked Man:' A
colonel's batman hears screams from a locked
room and breaks in. He finds the colonel
dead and the colonel's wife in a faint. Holmes
and Watson suspect the wife but must explain
the unusual footprints outside the room.
KAID-4.
'
Friday, April 19
9 p.m, The Shakespeare Plays, "Titus Andronicus;' Trevor Peacock, AnnaCladerMarchall, Eileen Atkins. A performance of
Shakespeare's earliest and most violent '
tragedies. KAID-4.
Saturday, April 20
2 p.rn, FDR: An American Hero. A special
examination of the life and legacy of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, 40 years after his death.
KAID-4.
10:30 p.m. Romeo and Juliet, Leonard
Whiting, Olivia Hussey, Milo O'Shea.

9 p.m, American Playhouse, "Under the
Biltmore Clock:' F. Scott Fitzgerald's story
of a stylish young flapper's search for a husband, which begins under the clock at the
Biltmore Hotel. KAID-4.
Thesday, April' 23
8 p.m. Nova, "Whale Watch:' The grey
whales are looked at along their annual
migration and as family members. KAID-4.
8 p.m, The Virgin Queen, Bette Davis,
Richard 1bdd, Joan Collins. Court intrigue
goes on as Walter Raleigh wins favor and the
promise of ships for an expedition to the New
World from Elizabeth I. KTRV-12.
10:30p.m. Jean Sheperd's America, "From
Its Ice-Cold Depths Come the Echoes of Lost
Battles; the-Sound of Ancient Victories,the
Noise of a Million Ballgames:' Beer is the
focus of this episode as Sheperd travels to a
neighborhood tavern in Milwaukee and
presents ~ pastiche of beer commercials.
KAID-4.
Wednesday, April 24
.
8 p.m, Smithsonian World, "Heroes and
the lest of Time:' Host David McCullough
goes to the site of Custer's Last Stand where
archaeologists have unearthed new information about the general's defeat. KAID-4.
9 p.m. The Well-ThmperedBach with Peter
Ustinov: A combination of documentary and
performances celebrates Bach's 300th birthday. KAID-4.

RADIO RAVE
ThurSday, April 18
5:00 p.m .. Ajterwork Special, Randy
Newman, Sail Away, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Holbrook portrays Twain
T.he second one-man play in First Security
Bank's Spotlight Series 1985, Mark Twain
Tonight, starring Hal Holbrook. will be performed in the Morrison Center on April 24 at
8p.m.
Hal Holbrook, the creator of Mark Twain
Tonigllt, has spent 30 years projecting the life
of the author. Samuel Clemens, who adopted
the psuedonym of Mark Twain, wrote
American literary treasures like The Adven-

'tures of Tom Sawyer, and Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn.
Clemens in his later years became an
outspoken critic of the American government.
society and morals. With the constant up- dating of his material, Holbrook makes
Twain's piercing comments of his time rele-

vant to today.

MarK Twain Tonight has brought Holbrook,
a Tony Award for best actor and a New York
Drama Critics' Circle Special Citation. He has
won three Emmy Awards and nominations
for four more, for roles in The Senator, Thor

Certain Summer, Pueblo, Sandburg's Lincol~,
Our Town, and the mini-series The Awaken-,
ing Land.
Holbrook's feature film credits include
i
Creep Show, The Scaremaker, All The Pres;"
dent's.Men, Julia, Star Chamber and
I
capncom One.
'
T.ickets forMark Twain Ton.ight.!.Will go

1

on. sale at the BSU box offices and all Select
.A-Seat outlets on April 18. to charge by
phone, call 385-IIl0. .

.-l

Friday, April 19
5:00 p.m, Ajterwork
Special, ..Kathi
McDonald, Insane Asylum, KBSU-FM, ~1.3.
Monday, April 22
5:00 p.m, Ajterwork Special, AI .Green,
Greatest Hits, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, April 23
5:00 p.m. Ajterwork Special; Albert Collins and Icebreakers, Don't Lose Your Cool,
KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Wednesday, April 24
5:00 p.m, Ajterwork
Special, Simple
Minds, Sparkle in the Rain, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

,ON STACiE '
Rouquet:.Race 'N' Rhythm
Broadway Bar: Chuck and the Good Times
Cra~y. Horse: Rosie and the Ramrods
Hannah's:· Thursday's Child··',
Pe'nglUfs: John !lansen
Rei! Lion Dowittowtier: Coda
Rusty Harpoon:. Launie KristopheJ'"
Saltdplp~r:Ambience
.. .... .'•..... .. .
"'foniGralney's: Heartl:ireakRadio··.·· .
Whiskey Ri\'er: Pass\\ge
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R.E.O.plays the pavilion
.

Tickets are now on sale for R.E.O.Speed- '
wagon in concert.. They will be performing in
the Pavilion Apri119at 8 p.m.,
.
The group's five members-vocalist Kevin
Cronin, .lead gUitiu~istGaTy.Richrath.·
keyboardistNealDoughty,
drummer AI~n
f':rlltzer and bassi.st BniceHall;.,.,.bellan by
,
. ling lil.·Il1inoi~barsjnI970~Thet
~egan '.

.

.

.

touring in 1971, and achieved national fame
'in 1977. Their latest hit, "I Can't Fight Thi
Feeling," is currently topping the char·ls.
. Tickets are on sale for $13.50 with a $1 (
countfor BSU students, and rilllY be purch:
. eel at
Select-A-Seatoutlets. For further
ticket1nforrilation call 385-1166.
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REVIEW
'Mask' is a tear-jerker
by Edith Decker

The University News

'Sister Mary' at the Flicks
The Idaho Shakespeare
Festival will present
two performances
of the Christopher
Durang
play Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All For
You, April 19 at 11 p.rn, and April 21 at 5
p.rn. at. the Flicks Theater on 646 Fulton
Street. Tickets cost $6 and may be obtained
by calling the Idaho Shakespeare Festival at
336-9221.
.
Sister Mary was first performed in Boise
during the Shakespeare
Festival's 1984 spring
season in the Morrison Center. It is a satire
which aims its barbs at organized religion.
Starring again in the lead role of Sister Mary
is local actress Carol Whiteleather
who was
seen last summer in her comic role as Lady
Quigley in RobinHood. Also returning from
last year's Sister Mary cast areJoe Jacoby
and Elliot Hansen. Filling out the rest of the
cast are two of the New West Comedy
Rangers, Elizabeth Strife and Trish Elledge.
Also returning to the ISF stage is former ISF
member Stitch Marker. Mark Cuddy will
direct the show.
Seating is limited and reservations are
strongly recommended.
The play is one of a
series of events scheduled to celebrate the
birth of William Shakespeare,
born on April
23, 1564.

Mountain climbing
films to be shown
The Outdoor Activities Center will present
three mountain climbing films in the SUB
Ada Lounge April 17 at 7 p.m, No admission
will be charged, but donations will be accepted at the door and usedto improve
OAC's library. Dave Markham of the OAC
will explain and demonstratl:
the use of climbing equipment.
Fituoy is a documentary of the ascent of
Argentina's
Mt. Fitzroy. Ascent shows three
men climbing Yosemite's EI Capitan. Solo is
about a man who climbs a mountain alone.
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So, you need a tear-jerker to brighten up
your evening. You'd like.at least one star you
recognize and not an overabundance
of
violence and sex. Mask may be the movie for
you. Unfortunately,
along with that nifty
stuff, you must endure a "morai to toe story"
and some moments' of boredom
when
holding back a yawn can be excrutiating.
Mask is the story of Rocky Dennis, a
young man who has a rare genetic disease
which causes the skull to grow at an abnormal rate. He is not' a pretty picture in any
sense of the word. He and his Mack-truck, like mother, Rusty (played by Cher) are protected by a baseball-card-collecting
group of
good-hearted
bikers.
I'm still among the people who remember
Cher with hair below her knees and the
gaudiest dresses designers could imagine
draping her well-proportioned
body as she
. walked through those sliding doors and down
those stairs at the end of The Sonny and Cher
Show. Now she is coming into her own as a
serious actress and her performance
in this
film-one
of the few bouyant properties it
has-shows
Cher as the professional she has
become.
Rusiy'sold flame, Gar (Sam Elliot), shows
up just in the nick of time to help Rocky
save his mom from drug addiction and the
evils of a promiscuous
life. Elliot is one of
those gorgeous types who think by merely
presenting their well-developed musculature,
they can become
actors of reasonable
magnitude. He looks remarkably like the type

SPB's Reel to Real films this weekend will
be Woody Allen's Bananas and Manhattan.
The films will be shown April 19 and 21 in
the SUB Ada Lounge at 7 p.m. Admission is
$1 for BSU students, faculty and staff with
ID and $2.50 for the general public.
Bananas is about Fielding Mellish, a product tester who becomes a revolutionary
leader in afictional South American country.
Manhattan tells the story of a man's relationship with a girl much younger than himself in
New York City.
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Guitar concert is demure
by Edith Decker

The University News
~. "The BSU Guitar Society throws a demure
but entertaining
concert with a surprising
variety of musical genres. Their latest concert was Aprill4.
The concert featured everything
from
pic1dn' and grinnin' music, ala Hee Haw to
the classical music of Spanish composers to
jazz and ragtime works. Also, if you think;
(like I did) that a guitar is a guitar is a guitar
and that they're all the type that the Mexican
musicians play in the cantinas
as Clint
Eastwood walks in to shoot the bad guysyou'd be in for a surprise at this concert.
There were electric guitars, a banjo, a mandolin and a hand-made vihuela.
The concert began with the Guitar Ensemble which sounded a bit rusty and unsure of
itself compared to later solo performances.
It rather reminded me of those recitals that
only parents go to.
Things
looked up with the soloists,
however. Keith Reed" Spike Ericson, Eric
Kleeman were by far the best of the preintermission
artists with Ericson probably
topping the bunch. Dean Newkirk attempt~d 'In intricate l'i~(''' "n the e!e('tric zuitar

called "Dizzy Fingers" arranged byChet
Atkins. It was a valiant effort, but, if the
piece were and engine, it would have been
missing on a piston every now and again.
The most intense artists seemed to have
been saved for the last. Kelly Thrk, a graduate
student, showed why he hag graduated with
his polished performance
on the classical
guitar. Chris Smith began lightening up the
mood with some jazz on the electric guitar
after a bit of blunderful buzz-and-misson
the part of John Liebenthal-not
his night
apparently.
Jazz hasthat swell quality of
creating nightclub scenes in the mind's eye:
It's the Pink Flamingo. A drunk smirks at
himself in the mirror. Jazz has to be playing
in the background.
'
The mood continued to lighten-and
it
was about time-when some instruments that
this musical techno-peasant
is a bit more
familiar with came on stage:'A banjo, a mandolin, an old-fashioned
Western guitar like
Johnny Cash always plays:' I thought with
glee. Indeed, it's about time these people
sweat and looked like they were enjoying it.
The bluegrass (the Beverly Hil\bil\ies go to
Boise) portion of the program was the most
entertaining of the concert.

Clopton hidden

BSU flute student Kenda Parks will perform in recital April 21 at 4 p.m, in the Morrison Center Recital Hall. She will be accompanied by Kirsten Smith on flute, J. Wallis
Bratt on cello and Jerry Jensen on piano .
. Parks will perform Syrinx by Debussy, '
Concerto in G Major by. Tartini, Trio Sonata
by Quantz andSonalina for Flute and Piano
by contemporary
composer E., Burton.
Piano student Alison Paige will play
Beethoven's
Sonatina No. 15 following
intermission.
The concert is free and open to the public;

background.
Produced by Phil Collins, side one embodies the poppish vein of "After Midnight"
and "Lay Down Sally.'Certainly,
songs such
Numerous
critics have noted that Eric
as "She's Waiting" and "Something's
HapClapton's solo career has been staged in the
pening" (featuring Lindsey Buckingham on
shadows in reaction to his heyday with the
rhythm guitar) with the swirling mix of synYard birds and Cream when kids sprayed
thesizers,' pianos, and 'lightweight
back-up
"Clapton is God" on the bathroom. walls.
vocals rank as some of the best songs of his
. This is not entirely true. While Clapton's
solo career.
.
spiritual white man's blues has not been
The flip-side, however, loses whatever focus
witnessed to suchan extent as with Derek and
or thrust the first side has. Even with multithe Dominos, Clapton's guitar work remains
instrumentalist
Ray Cooper
and bassist
rich in texture and emotion.
The only
Donald "Duck" Dunn assisting, songs such
drawback is that his guitar work (especially
as "It AII Depends" and "Never Make You
the exotic solos) has been shelved under layers "
Cry" are unllstenable;
In short, side two is
of assorted bass, drums and vocals. That is
a complete 'washout.
,"
his reaction;
,It is highly unlikely that Clapton will shrug
, Clapton's latesteffort, Behind the Sun,
off his protcctiveskin
and return to the exshows no change inthe trend: Except for
plosive rumbling ,lead guitar of the sixties.
delicious'Thp-;40 smash "Forever Man:' ClapOnepieceof advice for all those concerned:
ton's guitar work from the slow blues "Same
",if yo\.ienjoy Clapton's solo work, pick Behind "
Old Blues:' to the heavy StUcCOriff of "Just
'-.th~'SIi/1up.vlf not, forget it.
" 'J,
.,'
like'a 'Prisoner.' t()t~e reggae-likc,iS
What
Love ,Can Do:'· rema.ins Wailhiginth~

by Stephen

King

The University News

I Barsness' art work
\ in the Boisean '
Paper and ceramic works by Boise artist
Jim Barsness will be displayed in the SUB
Boisean Lounge Apl'i1 22-May5. A .reception
for the artist will be held.Apri126
from 7-9
p.m. in the Boisean Lounge. The public is
invited.
- .
Barsness, a. BSU graduate art student, exhibited at the Boisean Lounge in 1984 and is
included in the 1985 BSUgraduate
art show
attheBSU
Museum of Art.'
'

who would step out of a magazine ad and
say, "Wanna light my Lucky Strike?"
.
Rocky is played by Eric Stoltz. Rocky is
an appealing character who good naturedly
takes stares and rude remarks in stride as he
attempts to make amends for his mother's
lack of social' acceptability after she leaves
a room.
The amount of make-up (exceptionally
done by Michael Westmore) that was required
to simulate the disease was immense. Unfortunately, this make-up seemed to inhibit
Stoltz's ability to show feeling,
There are flaws and inconsistencies in the
film near the end. Rocky's character changes
for no apparent reason to one more angry
and prone to violence. We may chalk that one
up to that
old emotional
catch-all,
adolescence. I'm kind of burnt out on that
one though.
Another minor problem comes up when
Rocky goes to summer camp and falls for a
blind girl. They kiss at the New Years dance.
(Be still my heart.) Would someone like to
explain how we have a New Years dance during the summer? Sure, it's Southern California. They do things differently there.
1l:chnically, the film was no thigh-banger
either. Music, editing, photography were adequate. The script called for stints of boredom
and the ever-popular fidget minute.
I wouldn't recommend Mask except to official members ofCher's fan club and the
types who enjoy a good cry in the last five
minutes of a movie.
Mask is playing at the Overland Park
theaters and is rated PG-13.
.

'Mass Appeal' playS
Stage Coach Theater will perform the play
Mass Appeal at the Women's Club April 12,
13, 18,19 and 20; The play lsdirectedby
, ASBSU Pres.-elect Richard Jung and stars
Barry Fuess and Ted Osbourne. Call 345-1 624
for ticket. information.
,'.
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sound of bells. The sound is amplified and
sent through wires to eight large speakers in
the Administration
Bldg. bell tower.
"Mini concerts" are played at noon and on
weekends. The music program is stored in a
data storage cassette, which contains a dozen
selections of light classical music including
pieces by Sad, Bartok and McDowell.
.
The carillon was donated to the university in 1972 by Velma Morrison as a memorial
to her late husband, Harry Morrison.
The new system provides a clearer sound
and less complicated operation, 'McGlnnis
said. Setto MGinnis' wristwatch, it includes
a battery-operated digital clock that will run
up to 10 days in event of a power outage.
Bells strike each hour, between 7 a.m, and
9 p.m. daily, with 16 notes of the traditional
Westminster Melody, followed by the appropriate number of tones. Four notes of the
melody mark the quarter hour, eight notes
mark the half hour and .12 notes mark thethree-quarter hour.
.

I

by John Replogle

The bells that mark time on the BSU campus are now in tune with a computer recentIy installed in the Music Bldg.
.
Installation of a $15,000 computer, which
runs a carillon on the second floor of the
Music Bldg., was completed March 9, according to Physical Plant Diret:tor. Arden
McGinnis. The money was allocated through
internal campus funds as a capital expense.
The carillon was renovated and its outdated roll player system replaced with the
computer.
The roll player needed repair and was costIy to operate, McGinnis said. "Each time we
had a power outage it had to be manually
reset, coupled with the fact that it would cost
a considerable sum to have a new. muscial
programming developed:' he said. "Thus, it
was more cost effective to renovate the existing system. and computerize the program
portion:'

I
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SPORTS~···
BSUSoccer Club seeks more school support
by Steve F. ~on

The University News
After moving up to Division I play this
year, the BSU Soccer Club has been unable
to repeat last year's 9-0 season, having already
posted a loss to the College of Idaho with
a 5-0 score.
"In this division we are playing scholarship
teams like NNC and C of 1. They are not big
enough to have a football team so they have
money to support a good soccer program:'
Coach Tony Walsh, the club's faculty adviser,
said.
The BSU team plays in the Southern Idaho
Soccer League, which includes: NNC, ranked fourth in the nation; The Kickers, a local
Boise club; Nampa International; and the
under-19, select, All-Star High School team.
The only funding available to the club is
$750 from ASBSU. "Last year we got $2,000
outright. League fees of $250 have to be paid

Members of BSU Soccer team try to live up
to last year's record.
along with individual player fees. That, along
with buying our uniforms, leaves us with not

much to travel to matches on:' Tomas
Hopkins, club president and team captain,
said.
"I would like to see soccer become a varsity sport at BSU. Soccer is a democratic
sport; you don't have to be a certain height
or weight to participate:' Walsh said.
Walsh and Hopkins said that the athletic
dept. is facing budget cutbacks which have
forced the cancellation of the field hockey
and baseball teams and that the department
is trying to maintain current sports programs.
Both said they would like to see the soccer
club integrated into the athletic dept.
"For the amount of money it takes to outfit one football player, you could equip an
entire soccer team:' Hopkins said.
Walsh would like the soccer team to be
allowed to use the football stadium, "I guess
that's a sacred area. There's no physical
reason why we c-an't use it:' Walsh said. "We
need to get some college spirit behind the

team. Our home games are played at An
Morrison Park. You don't have that sense ('
identity playing in a public park:' he said

.

Men Win,women

lOSE

BSU men's track and field squad defeated
the University of Montana and Eastern
Washington University Saturday at Bronco
Stadium in a triangular meet.
Meanwhile, the BSU women lost to Montana 73-70 in their duel meet.
BSU racked up 92 points Saturday, while
the Grizzlies had 55 and EWU 45.
BSU's 1600 meter relay team broke school
and Bronco Stadium records with a time of
3:12:35. The team consists of Kevin Flint,
Peter Reid, Noel Bain and Val Todd.
Carmel Major set a.BSU and Bronco
Stadium record in the 400 meter hurdles at
59.63: and a BSU record with a 14.31 finish
in the 11 meter hurdles.
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.25 Drafts

$1.25 pitchers

345·5688

Located at Broadway & Hale

TAKE THE CHALLENGE!
ARMY ROTC BASIC CAMP!
Now: Copy cassette tapes yourself '-<:Iny length. Fast: Copy <:I onehour cassette in
less than 2 minutes.
Simple: Easv <:IS copying <:I letter. Inexpensive: Our
rcmarkablv
low price includes
the Rezound
Copy
Cassette".
Accurate:
GU<:lr<:lnteedperfect monaurol copies, every time. Versatile: Make I. 2, 3 ... or 100
copies of: lectures. seminars.Jcnsuasc
labs. meetings. college classes, sermons, sales
mcssaqes,
weddings,
interviews,
talking letters. family events, relaxation,
wordproccssmq

data & computer

programs.
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CASSETTE COPYING CENTERS

lFiE BOOKSTORE
.% BoiSe State University
Mon .. Fri. 8:00-5:00 Sat .• 10:00-3:00

.Qllalify for the ROTC advance course
-Have a chance- to win a $6,000 scholarship
-Earn up to 6 academic credits
-Ear n $672.00 for 6 weeks r-oom & board
-Ear n $100,00 a month up to $1000 a year

r------~-----------------,
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SAVE$1.00
I
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I
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~ENGTH OF
CASSETTE

for more

information

1 minute

60 minute

2 minutes

120 minute

But hurry, Basic Camp attendees are
1st come, I's t served (p0sitions limited!)

APPROXIMATE
COpy TIME

30 minute
90 minute.

ca-ll 385·3500

. . .
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,
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Let me get this straight. You have a friend
who unsuccessfully meddles in your life.
Now, if this person were successful, would
you still be ticked off'? I didn't think so. I
don't suppose you'd give this person a second
chance to successful, would you? No!
You're going to condemn her for one screw
up. What an ingrate!
I suppose if you won't gi.veher a second
chance and she's becoming unmanageable, I
could give you some ideas. There's always the
straightforward, "Get out of my life, you
,scum:' However, if she has enough dirt on
you and your malicious pastimes, you might
want to soften that in order to remain pals.
How about, "Mildred, I'm begging you to
quit trying to get me hitched. I can do it
myself. Ilike you. I don't want to do physical
harm to you:'
There's always the social outcast system of
alienating people also. You could refuse to
talk to this person and tell enough lies to the
other people you hang around with to make
sure they also give her the cold shoulder.
Remember, lies beget lies.
,
There are three radical answers to the problem: murder, suicide and a move to Little
Rock, Arkansas. I wouldn't suggest any of
them if you can get by with lies, threats or
a move to Meridian. (In Meridian, no one can
hear you scream.)
Signed,
Meddler of the Year
(And Defensive About It)
Miss Broneo
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1Mnt
5 Lilt wIth te-...er
8 Heavy hammer
12 O~nino in skin
13 Regrel
14 Son at Seth
15 In music, high
16 Stops
18 Hostelry
19 Symbol
lor
Ihallium
20 Partner
21 Hebrew 16Her
23 Composs
polnl
24 LIkeness
26 AnImal
(III Pltchen
29 Spread
tor
drying
30 Chinese pogodo
32 aepeutron
33 Anger
34 Chickens
35 Malure
36 One. no mutter
whiCh
37 Demise
38 Decays
410 Microbe
Sun god
43 Latin
conlunctlon
44 Awail

"1

eetuement
45 Near

47 ccnecueo of
facts
An ASIa"
Macaw
Multlcolorod
Transaction
56 Anglo·SIAon
mO"l8Y
57 Sirip ollealher
49
51
52
55

DOWN
1 Quarrol

~~:~ro'o
.. Again: prell.
5 Talk Idly
6 Aegulallon

7 Sill!
8 Symbol
lor
methyl
9 Southern'
blackbird

10 nasoiute

261nsecl
27 vapor
28 Period of time
29 Allempi
31 Hard·wood
tree
33 Those holdIng

otnce
34 Flock
36 Room
rbot

under

ccerse

37

cotton
drllllllQ
39 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
40 Italian aoapor1
'" Knocks
42 OJ( 0' Celebss
441 Young salmon
45 Seed coating
':C Dlplomll:cy
.48 Everyone
5Q Greek lellor
51 Consumed
53 Old pronoun
54 Hebrew month

11 Anglo·SOlilon
Sl8\18

16 Ugly, o:d
women
17 Humed
20 Femole horse
22 BAbylonian
deily
25 Moasurmg
device
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Do \}ou wanllo be the
onl\} one who knows
when \}ou use an earl\}
pregnane\} lest?
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Would \}OU like a test
-that's portable, so \}OU
can CHffIJ il With \}OU and
,read iI, in private?

Would \}ou prefer a lesl
Ihal'S totaH\) privalo to
perform and totaH\}
private to read?

And how about a simple,
one·slep lesl with a dra·
matic color change that's
eas\} 10' read and is 98%
accurate?
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Answers to last
week's puzzle

..

I don't know what to say to a friend who,
with my best interests at heart, continually
meddles in my life. 'She even told another
friend I wanted to go out with her (the other
friend's) boyfriend. I did. But I thought it
would be best for the friendship not to mention it. Sure enough, the girl isn't speaking
to me any more. (The boyfriend did call me,
though.)
Anyway, Idon't know how to keep her out
of my business and there doesn't seem to be
any way to keep her from finding out what's
going on. If I don't tell her, she worms it out
of someone else.
_
Signed,
Tired of Being Informed On
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3rd & Idaho
Imperial Plaza, ground floor
Boise 336·2950
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Lose up to 10 pounds in as little as 2 weeks. You
won't feel hungry. You will feel a new confidence.
a new control. No drugs, crash diets, or special foods
_______________________
to buy. Call for your first FREE consultation today.
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Prints and Slides from the same roll

QUIlIly NlW & u .. d films
WE GUARANTEEI

TV'.

•25

to '40
145to '225
15 to '160
S9 & up
Car".roo ••• p•• k.r
'39 to '89
DIamond Weddlftlhb & 8.nd
25 to '375

B & W
.Color 19" to 25"
Qulhlrs
Rlfl••• Shot.un ••PI.tol

Layout Chief
News Editor
Reporters
Receptionist

Kodak MP film ... Eastman Kodak's prof.ssiona1 motion.
picture (MP) film now adapted for still use in ,35mm
cameras by Seattle FilmWorks: 115micro·fin. grain and
rich color saturation meet the cxacringstandards of the
.. d
W' h 'd '
l' irud "
dot
movie an ustrv. ,It wleexposudre 3 tl e, you on [
h
have to be a pro to get great every ay S 015 or capture
sp<cial.ff<elS- Shoot in low or bright Ughtfrom 200 ASA.
up to 1200 ASA. Get prinu or slides, or both. from the
sam. roll. Enjoy the very latest in photographic
rechnologv with substantial savings. 1~"'''''."I.hh.........
'·
"t.:.>J.k ':47 I'. 'fll'IItnJ luJtm.ulo

We also loan on most items
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SALE!
Business Manager

Hours: Mon..Thurs 10..5 Fri..Sat 10..9
343..3172
Lower level 8th Street Marketplace
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FranCisco - $138.

PhoeniX
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Angeles$138

$138 • Denver
$98 • New York

•.Wasn,nglon

$138
$258

D.C . $258 • Miami
• OrlAndo.
$258 • 80SIon
• San Diego
$138. Chicago
• All fares roundtrip from BOIse
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5200 Fairview - In Fairview Square,
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$258
$2584'
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International Tours
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2265 University Blvd. 345-1771

GIANT'S

TRUCK & CAR STOP
A complete menu 24 hrs.
Try us for on after hourtreot
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Up Tne Creek
AmericanWerewolf In London
Uncommon Valor
All Of Me All Seats 52.00
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For sole
us

'.'JOIN
IN D.C' Au pair express seeks individuals for one year positions in child care
with Washington families. Room/board/
salary. Contact Caryn Walsh, Box 15367,_
Washington, D.C. 20003-0376.
EXCELLENT INCOME for part-time home
assembly work. For information
call
312-741-8400 Ext. 1429.

Roommates

,

'''~~'.''''

'-

~ing opportunities currently avallable.~Direc •
.IDAHO ROOMMATE· FINDERS, 2309
. Mountain Home Drive, suite D, 1-8 p.m ... tory $16.95. FA!. 8306 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
384·B1, Beverly Hills, California90211.
.Mon-Sat. 376-7666.
.
$10-$360 WEEKLY/UP, Mailing Circulars!
EARN
MONEY
ON
ALL
THE ~ No bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested 'rush
self-addressed envelope: Dept. AM-7CEG,
MAGAZINES SOLD ON CAMPUS. NEED
P.O. Box 830, Woodstock, IL 60098.'
PEOPLE TO POST . INFORMATION.
GOODPROFIT.WRITE,
BPC,8218 HAR~
DY; OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204.
LOVING AND ~SECURE Professionals.
California couple wishes to adopt a newborn.
Will pay for. costs. Call collect 714-522BE INDEPENDENT! Earn extra $$$ while
2694/Attorney 714-841-3444.
.
you learn. Over 2200 sensational moneymak-

NOW WITH ..'MSTI-:Rt:O

• Your studem l.D. can save you
20070 on processing.
(C-41
process only)

Monday

4x6 ProPrints· NO EXTRA CHARGE from
35mm print film only

Tue"'ay

8xl0 - 51.99 C-41 neg. only

Wednesday
Thursday
'rlday

•

5th & Idaha

fREE roll of Agfll film wllh each roll
PllKesscd (135 only)

Ask About our Bonus Program
Offers may be withdrawn at any lime without notice.
Not good in combination with any other off~r.
GOOD AT ALL.4 LOCATIONS
.1310

• 11th & Main,
801..
• Fairview & 5 Mile,
801..

Villa, 801..

II(

Tho Chandles Building

fREE2nd SET or PRINTS with each roll
01 color prinl film
3x's - 5 for 51.00
4x6's·- 3 for 51.00 (135mm Reprlnls)

Saturday

HIGH
C~UNTrN
s .p . 0 . R ~ T·· S

5x7 - 5.99 C-41 neg. only

344·3B21
•

STEETTE
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WANTED: Individuals For Management
iAnd leadership Training.(poSITIONS limited - SOHURRY)
Qualifications:
-:MUSTPURSUEAND OBTAIN A 4YR. DEGREE
- BEBETWEEN17 - 27 YRS.OLD .
- BEPHYSICAllY AND MEDICAllY FIT
- PASSA WRITTEN·
ENTRANCEEXAM

Job Charactoristics:
- FUll AND PART-TIMEPOSITIONS
- STARTINGSALARYOF OVER 518,000 YR
(FOR FUll TIME)
.
- LIBERALRETIREMENT
BENEFITS
.
- FUll MEDICAL AND DENTALCOVERAGE
-ADVANCE SCHOOLING PROVIDEDIF
QUALIFIED

I.

Includes:

An intensive 6 week Summer training program to develop the
leadership potential of the applicant to continue into the 2.year
leadership course at Boise State University (some financia.1 benefits
are available). An information semin~rwill be held in the Nez'perce·
Roortrofthe SUBon April 30, 1985dunng the hours of 12- 2. ...
.
Where: AT the U.S.ArmVPOTC Basic Course at fort Knox,.Kentucky. The There is
. . . obligation tor the 6 week course- Only for the 2 year program.
. ~..

no

CONTACT:. Capt:" HUlanatJhe Dept .of .Military SCience
-f ..

38p...3500'

